
Status of Resonance search analysis
Rafayel Paremuzyan

Event Selection
- Description of selection cuts

- Cut efficiencies
- Final (as of now) invariant mass distribution

- ECal time correction

Things to do, and the timeline
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Cuts to select final event samples

DST v0 skim: V0 candidates from MOUSE cuts
- Have already applied not tight cuts on most of variables (details os MOUSE cuts in backup slides) 

● e- and e+ Cluster time difference
● Track - cluster time difference
● Track - cluster matching
● Electron maximum momentum (Anti FEE cut)
● d0 cut (Anti WAB cut)
● L1 requirement for e+ tracks
● P

sum
 Min cut

● P
sum

 Max cut
● Track 𝜒2/NDF

In general for the rest of cuts, a “Tight” cuts are applied to the rest of variables, and the distribution of a given 
variable is looked



The 1st cut cluster time difference cut:

Question remained unanswered from the analysis of pass1 

Shoulders at ± 2 ns are not symmetric.

The idea was to check individually all clusters, to see of there is an outlier causing this asymmetry.

The cluster time difference cut
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Cluster time vs Energy
In “pair1”, the trigger time is determined by the bottom cluster time, that is why we see a the effect of the coincidence 
window in top clusters, while we don’t see for clusters in the bottom half.

The 1st cut is to cut bottom cluster: pairs outside red curves are discarded.

Top Bottom

No cut on Top cluster time at this point: out of time clusters will be cut w/ cluster 𝛥t cut
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High Esum region

Top-bot pairs with E
Sum

 > 0.75 E
b
 selected.

For each crystal the difference between it’s and pairs 
time is plotted.

Ideally one would expect all mean values to be
at 0.

- Two crystals in the bottom electron side have 
times shifted by about 2 ns.

- Several more crystals have shifts significant (but 
less than 2ns) in both: top and bottom halves.

- There is a general dependence of the time offset 
on the crystal “iX“, (probably Energy dependence), 
Might be time walk corrections might be 
improved?
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- Secondary peaks are now symmetric.
- Peaks and dips are now sharper, which means the the time resolution got a bit better

Some dependence on the Esum

No further digging: For each crystal the time is corrected by these “mean” values
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The distribution has 15 peaks:
Each peak added 2 Gaussians i the fit function. The ratio “b” between two Gaussians is the same for 
all peaks.

The function fits the distribution reasonably well
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𝚫t cut [ns]

Old time cut Time cut after the correction

The Optimum time cut
The Optimum 𝞓t cut is chosen the value which maximized the S/Sqrt(S+Bgr) ratio

S: The peak at 0
S+Bgr: Sum of all functions
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Some of Tight cuts

Negatives
Track-Cluster dX

Tight cuts are placed visually. The point is just to make 
sure cut is tight, and selected events mostly contain signal 
rather than a bgr.

Track-cluster time difference
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Choosing cut limits

Some distributions are not quite Gaussian: and just fitting and putting ±3𝜎 limits is not quite right

Instead: For each “X” bin of 2D (mostly X axis is Momentum) 
distribution is projected into “Y” axis, and cut limits are 
identified as limits which exclude 0.5% from each side of the 
distribution.

Some details

If total # of events is small (<45 in this case), then the 
everything is considered as out of acceptance. 

● If total # of events is < 100, then throw 5%
● If total # of events is < 200, then throw 4%
● If total # of events is < 500, then throw 2%

Note: # of events in above mentioned cases are too 
small. In the 2D histogram # of events are around 400K.

A dummy distribution 
for illustration
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Track-Cluster time difference

Top Bottom

M
O

U
SE cu

ts
Trk-Cl time difference was looked for different type of tracks (pos/neg - 5hit/6hit - top/bot), however only 
difference was observed in Top and Bottom only.

Above 1.85 GeV, # of events is too small, and therefore all these regions are cut, however “Signal” electrons are 
below 1.85 GeV.
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Track - Cluster Matching
The “dX = X

Cl
 - X

tr
” is studied as a function of momentum. It depends on detector half, the track charge, and 

whether it has L6 hit or not.

Neg, No L6, Bot

50 MeV A’

The reason is not clear. However these events are order of 1%. They were cut in the analysis
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Positive 
tracks

Red histogram represent the 
acceptance region

Top, with L6 Top, No L6

Bot, with L6Bot, No L6

￼￼￼￼
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Negative tracksTop, with L6 Top, No L6

Bot, with L6 Bot, No L6
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Electron maximum momentum (Anti FEE cut)

When cuts are applied to the rest of variables, essentially no FEE enters 
into the final sample.

Based on MC, 1.75 GeV cut was applied to electron momentum.

MOUSE cut
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d0 cut (Suppressing Converted WABs)

Trid
WAB
RAD

d0 = 0.75mm

Using only MC, the d0 cut is optimized as N_rad/sqrt(N_trid + N_WAB)

Just reminding the cut based on pass1 MC data

We didn’t have enough MC, for new alignment, about 200 cWAB events

Tongtong produced new MC with about 20K cWABs yesterday, but haven’t looked at yet
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Data and MC resolutions are not the same, so same d0 cut should not be applied

Trident + WAB Data

MC cut

Data cut

d0_cut(data) = 𝛍(data) + (d0_cut - 𝛍(MC))𝛔(Data)/𝛔(MC)

d0 cut (Suppressing Converted WABs)

This number will be updated soon, when I use the New MC.
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d0 cut (Suppressing Converted WABs)
Target Constrained mass, 50 MeV A’

Unlike my expectation, absence of L1 doesn’t 
worsen the mass resolution.

Scaled to have 
same height

e- has L1 hit
e- has no L1 hit

Scaled to have 
same height

So no requirement of L1 for electrons!
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Based on pass1 MC

Psum cuts
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Track 𝜒2/NDF cuts

Fig of Merit

𝜒2 = 𝜒2
1
+ 𝜒2

2

NDF = 2*(NHits1 + NHits2) - 10

Pass1

Resolution improved wrt pass1
Almost no depenendence on 𝜒2/NDF.
Still No local maximum for Fig Of Merit.
So no cut is imposed to the track 𝜒2/NDF.
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The invariant Mass distribution
One full run 8099

In the backup slides the effect of Minv distribution for each cut is shown
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● Bring documentation up to date with the analysis  1 week. By Nov 29
● Determine the mass parametrization through MC and scale by Data_Moeller/MC_Moeller, By Dec 15
● Finalize d0 and PsumMin cut with New MC, by Dec 20
● Systematic uncertainties, by the end of January

Things to do
● Analysis note is started, the cluster time difference is written
● Revise Mass parametrization with the new MC
● Finalize d0 and PsumMin cut with New MC: seems is going well (Tongtong’s talk)
● Check Normalization with New MC
● Systematic uncertainties
● BumpHunter (Kyle)

Timeline

The Analysis codes and the note are in github https://github.com/rafopar/BumpHunt_2016/tree/master/pass4

https://github.com/rafopar/BumpHunt_2016/tree/master/pass4
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Backup slides
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Loosened

Loosened
Loosened

Loosened
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